Enterprise
Application
Development
As companies transition to the cloud or find their balance between on premises and cloud
infrastructure, they need to decide how much datacenter hardware they need. The answer is
far less than in the past, thanks to new opportunities to develop and host .NET and other
custom business applications in the cloud. Valore Partners Enterprise Application
Development practice not only designs and develops traditional on premises business
applications but also helps you evolve your application development strategy to enable the
digital enterprise, consisting of cloud, mobile, big data and social.
The diversity of today’s IT landscape requires a fundamental shift in how you develop
applications. Valore Partners will help your organization tap into the power of the cloud as an
application development platform: decreases your datacenter footprint and reduces the total
cost of technology ownership by moving certain applications to the cloud, improve response
times to meet changing business and capacity needs and free up expensive on-premises
resources for your most critical applications, and enable mobile access to these solutions.
Valore Partners can help navigate the transition to the cloud while not sacrificing the value of
on premises technology.

Enterprise
Application
Development
Modernizing Application Lifecycle Management
Agile software development
Team Foundation Server (TFS)
• Source Control
• Testing
• Release Management

• Work Item Management
• Continuous Integration

Project Server Integration with TFS for holistic project management

Azure Cloud Platform
Leverage Azure´s industry leading Platform as a Service (PaaS) capabilities to rapidly
develop, test, deploy, manage or port your mission critical business applications.
Understand the exact compute, storage and network resources needed to take advantage
of hosted Web Applications in minutes, not hours or days.
Speed up your dev-test environment with any number of virtual machines, network them
and install any software, on any platform and on any stack.
Employ Azure as a unified back-end connection to your data.

Custom .NET Development and Architecture
Design, develop and implement across all platforms.
Enable a continuous delivery model for your custom applications
using the latest technology.
Merging of hardware, software and programming for modern business applications via
integration with Microsoft Cloud services.

For more information on Valore Partners and how our passion for technology can solve your most
difficult business challenges, please visit www.valorepartners.com or call us at 602-340-8500
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